
Moscore QM - Bug #381

THQMA can not get lap times to display on their WebScoreboard when in Qualifying mode

05/26/2018 07:32 PM - Walter Pate

Status: In Progress Start date: 05/26/2018

Priority: Normal Due date:  

Assignee: Walter Pate % Done: 0%

Category: Web Scoreboard Estimated time: 0.00 hour

Target version: Future Spent time: 4.50 hours

Description

THQMA called regarding qualifying times not displaying on webscoreboard when in qualifying mode

History

#1 - 05/26/2018 07:51 PM - Walter Pate

- Status changed from New to In Progress

I went over how to get qualifying to display on the webscoreboard with Brian but we could not test properly because their race is in progress.

I did a test on my laptop and Qualifying times do show up on webscoreboard as designed.

I will connect to the THQMA computer Via TeamViewer some time after their race is concluded to test scenarios

#2 - 05/29/2018 04:37 AM - Jamie Pate

Their scoreboard settings

http://192.168.1.6:8081/#?size=112x42&settings.showPanels=false&settings.showFlags=false&settings.lines=2&settings.styleClasses=%5B'white'%5

D&settings.fontFamily='Consolas'&settings.zoom=1&settings.fontSize='15px'&settings.lineHeight=1.2&settings.letterSpacing='0px'&settings.wideLett

erSpacing='0.5px'

#3 - 05/29/2018 04:47 AM - Jamie Pate

Tweaked directives.js to change the mAutoScroll directive to scroll in 3000ms instead of 10000ms

https://github.com/jamie-pate/moscore_sc_html/blob/master/directives.js#L193

#4 - 05/29/2018 05:16 PM - Walter Pate

After doing remote tests with the Webscoreboard when in Batch qualifying mode it seems the issue is caused by the fact that the countdown clock is

not being displayed when in qualifying mode.

The default setting for the Qualifying Countdown clock to appear on the scoreboard is 1 min 50/100 seconds

the user THQMA set their Batch Qualifying to 2 minutes

This means that the qualifying countdown clock is supposed to appear on the scoreboard shortly after the session timer is started

When the user tried to clear scoreboard to get a lap time after the coundown clock is supposed to start the scoreboard will only display 00:000 for a

lap time.

In the design phase of the Batch qualifying feature the specification was that Qualifying sessions would have a variable time with a 5 second default

time.

This time gives the racers to do laps and allows them to come to the pits to tune the car. Also if cars were involved in an incident during qualifying

where the car needs repairs this gives time for repairs. The Qualifying countdown clock was set to display at a variable time (1:50 default time with

setting controls in Tools/Options) Displaying the diminishing time on the scoreboard gives the handler an indicator of time left to possibly do last

minute changes.

By setting the Tools/Options countdown clock setting(use the slider ) to 0:00 the lap times for all cars will display to the end of session as required
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